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Beyond Polarization, "A Paradigm of Living in Peaceful
Coexistence" proved to be a topic that inspired many to
reflect on the current human scene and offer insights into
finding peace in a conflicted world. Ann Linthorst issues a
warning against identity theft. Carole Suraci illustrates that
in the awareness of omniaction, interaction does not take
place. Bede Draper shows the light of truth out-shining the
darkness of ignorance. Bruce Kerievsky makes a case for
living without vested opinions, Marilyn Grant shows on
what side God is on!
There are many more papers and they will be published in
due time in the Newsletters.
Jan Linthorst
Editor

The "Identity Theft" of Polarized Thinking
By Ann Linthorst
Having had my attention directed to the issue of polarization, I
am surprised to notice it everywhere. Virtually every persona!
thought which comes to mind carries with it the essence of the
polarizing dynamic: there is a sense of being separate from and
over against something. And it’s not just in obviously interaction
settings like driving on the freeway or standing in the line at the
grocery store (after having passed through the picket line to get
in). When I wake in the morning and begin reviewing the "tasks"
of the day, those thoughts seem to line up, out there, over there,
facing me - for me or against me - even though they are all of my
own thinking.
Personal identity defines itself in terms of being separate from
and different from what seems to lie outside itself. It depends on
a sense of fi-iction to hold itself in place. The persona/ ego
becomes very anxious when it feels "at sea," meaning that it
can’t, for the moment, locate itself over against anything. This is

We lose touch with our true being and our true seeing. We
become victims of identity theft. Of far more serious
consequences than credit card identity there, reactive thinking
alienates us from the source of our authenticity, intelligence and
creativity. And it does the same to those on the other side of the
argument.
For an example, let us turn to the wisdom of the simple comic
strip, in this case, the Drabble family. Mrs. Drabble speaks to
her husband, who is reading the newspaper: "Don’t be so pigheaded, Ralph. You need to consider opposing viewpoints! .... I
do consider opposing viewpoints," Ralph replies. "I consider
them stupid."
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And that’s "stupid." The first meaning of the word "stupid" in
the dictionary is "lacking intelligence." Labeling any viewpoint
other than his own as "stupid" establishes Ralph’s superiority in
his own eyes, but means that he never even hears another idea_
His intelligence is never given the opportunity to become active:
a creative response is never allowed to arise. He sits, blind and
self-congratulatory, unaware of the boundless ideas and qualities
in the universe of Love-Intelligence, unaware of himself as loving
and intelligent!, and unaware of those divine qualifies as the truth
of others, as well.

A unity or identity bought at the price of
1 reaction, however, is under the control of
what makes it so difficult for the ego to let go of its over-against its opposite pole, determined by the very
position, once that has been established. In a January 20th article thing it loathes.
in the LA Times, entitled "Love’s OK, but Hate Keeps us
Together," Crispin Sartwell nails the self-confirmatory value, to Ultimately, we can’t stand what reactive thinking turns us into.
We cannot bear the dreary, limited prison of such a mental
the ego, ofopposifional thinking.

world. Something in us demands love rather than hate, a unity
which includes and supports individual gills rather than
"People who love one another no doubt achieve a certain unity.
But so do people who hate each other. They come to resemble obfiterating them. "As thou seest," said Dr. Hora, "so thou
one another in innumerable ways. Even as they are driven apart beest." We want to see more and be more, and that’s because, in
truth, we are more.
by hatred, they are united in hatred.
"Cultures become themselves by a consciousness of their There is a Zen koan, or riddle, which says, "Show me your
enemies. They are united in proportion as they are at war. original face, the face you had before your parents were born."
The riddle points to an identity which springs not from material
... We are defined together by what we exclude..."
parentage and personal history, but fi-om somewhere else. To
"Proponents of globalization and radical Islamists, capitalists and find our original faces, we must understand the true origin of
communists, Democrats and Republicans, the beautiful and the our being.
ugly, the normal and the weird, the white and the black, the In Science and Health. Mary Baker Eddy states, "In Science,
hetero and the homo: They are bound together in systems of man is the offspring of Spirit. The beautiful, good and pure
conceptual dependency in which one is inconceivable without the constitute his ancestry .... Spirit is his primitive and ultimate
other, in which each lends the other shape and gives it whatever source of being; God is his Father, and Life is the law of his
being." (p. 63)
unity it may possess."
A unity or identity bought at the price of reaction, however, is The voice of our original identity says, "I am Spiriv, I am beauty,
under the control of its opposite pole, determined by the very goodness, purity." In Biblical language, it says, to human
thing it loathes. In this reactive mode of thinking, designed by identity and thinking: "Be still, and know that I am God"...all
the ego to confirm and establish identity, the reverse happens. identity is divine.

One spiritual student tells of a moment in which she realized the Interesting... there was no specific "work" to be done, but rather
truth of that statement. When it flashed into her thought, she the sense of being one with the workings of the Universe. When
writes, "I held my breath - deep into my hungering thought sank "the great central life" is felt as our Source and identity, "nothing
the infinite meaning of that ’I.’ All self-conceit, egotism,seems to matter but that life," because that is our Life, we no
selfishness, everything that constitutes the mortal ’I,’ sank longer identify ourselves as separate from it. Seen fi’om that
abashed out of sight. I trod, as it were, on holy ground .... Fromstandpoint, the details of daily human experience are no longer
that hour I have had an intelligent consciousness of the ever- resisted as boring and meaningless chores, but they, even,
presence of an infinite God who is only good." (S&H, p. 669) partake of the sense of wholeness and value that characterizes

spiritual awareness.

This may be seen as a report of the healing of identity theft. The
thief, "the mortal ’I’" sinks, abashed, out of sight in the Presence In the same way, interpersonal opinions and arguments lose their
of spiritual identity, the "infinite... T." The correlation, in thissignificance in the context of the one "great central life." There
testimony, between the release of the mortal sense of identity and is no longer a drive to find a position of advantage over others.
the awareness of infinite, divine Goodness which has since Intelligent ideas arise and are shared where there are no mental
blessed this woman, reminds us that we cannot, so to speak, commitments to the defense and promotion of separate serfhood.
"serve two identities." We cannot accept a personal sense of There is no issue which cannot be resolved harmoniously by
ourselves and others and hope to be aware of the good of God, intelligence, where it is allowed to operate unobstructed.
the spiritual substance of our lives. We cannot indulge in
polarized thinking, pitting ourselves mentally over againstThough moments of spiritual realization cannot be commanded,
persons or situations, and, at the same time, feel supported and our divinity is never elsewhere than here, any time other than
blessed.
now. Any noticing of any spiritual quality is the activity of our
divinity and reminds us of it. In a poem called "Opinion," Baron
Wormser writes,
When "the great central life" is felt as our

Source and identity, "nothing seems to
matter but that life," because that is our
Life, we no longer identify ourselves as
.separate from it.

"Halfway to work and Merrlman already has told me what
he thinks about the balanced budget, the Mets’ lack of
starting pitching, the dangers of displaced Soviet nuclear
engineers, soy products, and diesel cars.

I look out the window and hope I’ll see a swan, I
hear
they’re
bad-tempered but I love their necks and how
One of my favorite bliss testimonies illustrates this idea:
they glide along so sovereignly. I never take the time to drive
"I believe I am naturally very honest, but at the time I speak of I to a pond and spend an hour watching swans.

had been pursuing, for a considerable period, a course that was,
to say the least, disingenuous (not candid or sincere), and thereby
I was attaining what seemed to me at the time a great advantage.
I was not at peace, however, and all spiritual truth, to which I
had previously been keenly sensitive, appeared to me dead and
unreal. I used to pray that 1: might be made to feel the reality of
it, but no answer came until, after a long time of jangling conflict
and inner misery, I one day, quite quietly and with no conscious
effort, stopped doing the disingenuous thing.

What would happen ifI heeded the admonitions of
beauty?
When I look over at Merriman, he’s telling Driscoll
that the President doesn’t know what be’s doing with China.
"China," I say out loud but softly.
I go back to the window. It’s started snowing."
"What would happen if I heeded the admonitions of beauty?"
Heeding the admonitions of beauty, or any other spiritual quality,
rather than the temptations of personal sense, we come home to
"the Father’s house," where our ancestry is beauty, goodness and
purity, and Life is the law of our being. And where, and only
where, we live in peaceful coexistence with others and with the
details of our human situations.

"’Then the marvel happened. R was as if a great rubber band
which had been stretched almost to the breaking point were
suddenly released and snapped back to its normal condition.
Heaven and earth were changed for me. Everything was glorious
because of. its relation to some great central life - nothing
seemed to matter but that life .... I walked on air, so gloriously
commissioned did I feel by some higher power. Even the details * Margaret Prescott Montague, Twenty Minutes of Reality,
of dai!y living such as tying one’s shoestrings, or brushing one’ s lVfineapofis, 1947
teeth, which had previously almost suffocated me by their
monotony, became of thrilling interest as fitting me for the work
I was to do." *

myself totally into the protection and care of God_ Within the
next moment my father stopped talking in the middle of his
By Carole Suraci
sentence. In what may have been another rnimrte or two he put
The most important of the Eleven Principles in Metapsychiatry in his fork down, got up and slowly started to walk out of the
regard to polarization for me is "There is no interaction kitchen and onto the sun porch. I was fil!ed with gratitude and
anywhere, only Orrmiaction everywhere." When we understand awe as I started slowly washing a few dishes in the sink_ Moving
this we realize there is "no self nor other." I love the principle very slowly and within maybe 20 minutes, I went out to the sun
for safe driving, "There are drivers anywhere only the porch where my father was resting on the couch. I sat down on
harmonious flow of traffic under divine l~nnd’s conlxol." When athe love seat. The TV was on and, after s’~a~g there for a while,
problem of interaction arises, I find I am dwelling out in the far we began to talk. Nothing was ever mentioned about what
country of my mind. Interaction always means we are seeing happened, but for me there was the awareness of God’s
two, not One. I find myself asking one or all of the four "futile Omniaction~ Thank God I made the cl~oice to turn my whole
questions of Metapsychiatry: .... why did it happen? whose toattention to God. My earthly father never knew what was going
blame?: How can I fix it?: and what should I doT’ on within me when i was about to explode with emotion, but he
Metapsychiatry teaches, "All problems are material and all may have been aware that something miraculous or, maybe in his
solutions are spiritual." We take our eyes off the problem andwords something beyond himsel~ was happening for him to stop
turn our attention to God in orde~ to become aware, as Dr. Hora talking in the middle of his sentence, to put his fork down when
taught us, "That everything is already all right." The B~le he still had spaghetti in his bowl, and to walk out of the kitchen
states, "We see through a glass darkly, but then face to face." quietly. Praise God!
We get cauglat in the mire or illusion of horizontal thinking and
calculating with the human intellect, hooked into hater-action, I looked upward toward the ceiling and as
and find ourselves in conflict.

Beyond Polarization

I spoke God’s name in the silence giving all
Jesus said, "In the world there is tribulation but behold, I have of the emotion and feelings and my heart
overcome the world." I love what Dr. Hora said, "We don’t and soul to God, I gave myself totally into
have to set the world right, but we need to see the world
rightly." We don’t have to convince our brother that we are the protection and care of God.
right, even if what we realize is the Truth. As Dr. Hora said,
"We let him be." ’°He has a right to be wrong." We don’t have
to convince anyone. We only have to be a "beholder" of the
Truth. We become spiritually aware of our conscious union with
"Love-intelligence" which is the Metapsychiatric name for God.
As I contemplate the Metapsychiatric Principles and inspired
wisdom I am released from the hypnotism of this world and
realize, as Jesus said, "1 am in the world but not of it."

This taught me a blessed lesson: That is, to come to the place in
my everyday life to stop and, as the Bible states, "Be still and
know that I am God." We overcome our world of human,
calculating, interactive thought and emotions and become a
beholder of God’s reality, right where I am. As Dr. Hora would
say, "We are not here for ourselves, or for others, but we are
here for God." In this realization we overcome or get beyond
polarization. As we rest in the realization of "Love-intelligence"
we are blessed and we bless those in our world. We become
"influential instead of trying to influence" or to char~ge one
another.

In the late 70"s when I was living in my parents’ house with my
father, my mother having made her transition, I had a life- The Metapsychiatry Solution to the Problem of
changing realization while standing in the kitchen_ My dad had
Violence
made himself some spaghetti and was sitting at the table eating
By Bede Draper
and drinking some beer. He was rambling on and on about
something which I can no longer recall. This seemed to go on
Basic to the Metapsychiatry approach to the problem of violence
for a good five to ten minutes. I was at the stove getting more
and more annoyed, then aggravated, and was at the point where which is so evident in human experience are the core concepts of
my emotions seemed so out of control that I felt like I was going phenomenology and cognitive dialectics. This paper will
these
two
basic
ideas.
to lose it. I felt like a pot that was about to boil over. I didn’tdiscuss
know if I was going to throw something and, fearing the worst, I
realized that there was only one choice and that was to totally Pbenomenology
give myself to God in that moment. I looked upward toward the According to Metapsychiatry, human beings are enclosed in a
ceiling and as I spoke God" s name in the silence, giving all of the wodd of human experiencing. This world of human experiencing
emotion and feelings and my heart and soul to God, I gave is a world of appearances where we live out a fiction of being

dimensional entities interacting with other dimensional entities. people are and what the world is like. Invalid thoughts arise from
Human experiencing is all we know because we only come into the world of appearances and not from the reality of who we
cognitive contact with nothing but appearances and nothing else. really are and what really is. Invalid thoughts prevent us from
Under the perspective of Metapsychiatry the dream of human seeing what really is. We are not seeing rightly when our
experiencing is not real in itself but is nothing more than a consciousness is dominated by invalid thoughts.
manifestation of thoughts and qualities that exist in human
All discordant phenomena such as painful emotions, physical
consciousness.
ailments, interpersonal difficulties, economic troubles are nothing
Dr. Hora, in using the word phenomenotogy, uses it in a more than an appearance of invalid values and invalid thoughts.
distinctive sense. The phenomenological method in From a Metapsychiatric perspective we are interested in
Metapsychiatry consists in seeing all the appearances in our fives phenomena only insofar as they shed fight on what is going on in
and in the world at large as shedding light on the kinds of consciousness.
thoughts and qualities that are active in our consciousness.
Under this perspective the heart of the matter is always
truth enters consciousness
consciousness and the qualities and thoughts that are active in it.
through seeing
At the root of all the appalling violence that appears in the world
of human experience is a consciousness dominated by invalid
values and invalid thoughts. Metapsychiatry never attempts to Cognitive dialectics
change the appearances as such. We are not interested in The word dialectics suggests an interplay of different points of
changing phenomena. Our total concern is the transformation of view to arrive at a new understanding. Cognitive dialectics is a
the content which are active in consciousness through a process process of change brought about by the dynamic interplay within
that we term cognitive dialectics. If the content of the consciousness of ignorance and truth. Cognitive dialectics
consciousness changes, the appearances or phenomena engages in two modes of inquiry. The first mode of inquiry in
whichever so faitlffully reflect these contents, also become cognitive dialectics is into what are the invalid thoughts and
different.
values that are appearing as discordant phenomena. The end
result of this inquiry is that the particular ignorance that we are
As practitioners of Metapsychiatry we hear people describing suffering from becomes clearly evident within our consciousness.
their experiences all the time. We are very fortunate having the The second mode of inquiry in cognitive dialectics is into what is
Metapsychiatric perspective that shows us that all discordant what really is. The end result of this inquiry is a spiritual
experiences that appear in a persons life shed light on the invalid counterfact active in consciousness that is specific to the
values and invalid thoughts that are active in his or her particular form of ignorance by which we are being currently
consciousness. We don’t just blindly believe this dominated by. It is the presence of the spiritual counteffact active
phenomenological perspective as a dogma. The in consciousness which erases the specific ignorance that is
phenomenological principle is validated by the fact that when dominating our consciousness.
invalid values and invalid thoughts cease to be active in our
consciousness, through the process of cognitive dialectics, the The two modes of inquiry are covered by the terms "the first and
unwanted phenomena disappear.
second intelligent questions." This dialectic which the two modes
of inquiry set up within consciousness makes the ignorance that
False notions of happiness are beliefs that certain specific we are suffering from very clear in contrast to the truth that
experiences are necessary for our life and happiness. Experiences stands in relation to it. This dialectic also makes the specific truth
such as being loved, being approved o~ being better than others, that heals us stand out very clearly in consciousness by its
others treating us in exactly the way we like and circumstancescontrast with the particular form of ignorance from which we are
lining up with our wishes to name but a few, become for us suffering from
values around which our mode of being in the world is built.
From misdirected values arise the hatred, fear and sadness that The first mode of inquiry clearly shows us what we are suffering
are so evident in the experience of human beings. Hate does not from by shifting our attention from the phenomena to where the
exist by itself. It is always related to a sense of being deprived of real problem lies. The second mode of inquiry lifts us above the
something we value by another. Fear is a worry that what we world of human experiencing by bringing into play our spiritual
value might go away. Sadness is a feeling of loss of something
facnities of perception that enable us to see the truth that sets us
we value.
free. Dr. Hora says that "math enters consciousness through
seeing it." We have to look and see, but the action of the truth
Whereas values are the axis around which our mode of being in that heals is not from us but from God.
the world is built, invalid thoughts are modes of perception_
Invalid thoughts are ways of seeing who we are, who other The whole point of locating and making evident in consciousness

the ignorance is to juxtapose this ignorance alongside the truth. held opinions. The dictionary provides one definition of opinion
When this juxtaposition actually occurs, the activity of the troth as "belief stronger than impression and less strong than positive
in consciousness erases the ignorance. The whole point of knowledge."
cognitive dialectics is to create a consciousness that is free from
being dominated by invalid values and thoughts. Such a If, however, we seek a compassionate perspective regarding this
consciousness is free to be here for God. Unless there is a change all-too-human weakness, we may recognize the nature of each of
in outlook and a disappearance of discordant phenomena in the the five gates of hell as consisting of unfommately, invalid
person’s experience and things coming together for good, opinions of what constitutes the good in life. For example, we
see materialism as a desire to possess goodness; emotionalism as
cognitive dialectics is not being done.
a wish for feelings of exaltation or ecstasy or security; sensualism
A consciousness which is free from invalid thoughts and values is as a love of the power of the body’s senses; intellectualism as an
free of violence. Such a consciousness is beneficial and the urge to understand or attain masteu¢; and personalism as an
inclination to be an effective, harmonizing force in human
solution to the violence that we see all around us.
relations.

Facts of rife

Marriage is a specific domain in which polarization may readily
occur, and sufficiently so that it may produce the dissolution of
the relationship. Each of us tends to have at least some different
I’m alive, you’re aliv~ What is that?
values or interests from one another. When a husband or wife
The life that animates is intelligent and it is loving gives priority to a personal opinion about how things should be,
Moving with life force is divinely harmonious. Yet, and relegates compromise or harmony, not to speak of the good
of God, to a role of lesser importance, mere discomfort may
I can also choose, direct, desire and will. How
delighOruL To test my power. I come to a dead end, escalate into otaright strife. The ever-increasing divorce rate
attests to the growing prevalence of divisive polarization within
like a dog on a le~h s~rttggling against the chaim marriages,
forging a seemingly irreversible trend. Our ignorance
It’s good to strengthen my sense of presence and of both the purpose of the marital arrangement and the real basis
ecstatically joyful to play with my master.
of peaceful coexistence sustains this disintegrative force.

-Nancy Rosanoff

Speaking from experience, I am more often than I would like to
acknowledge justly chastised by my spouse for clinging to
opinions that she finds demeaning She even wonders how I have
the audacity to ever write anything about spirituality when I can
Beyond Opinions
so readily enter the thrall of such pernicious ideas and values.
By Brace Kerievsky
Notwithstanding the fact that some of these beliefs are strongly
held as a result of childhood conditioning, they are terribly
The word polarization indicates that a conflict of opposites harmful because they deny the truth of our and others’ spiritual
prevails. Who is not familiar with that, or with the media that
identity. It is of vital importance to marital equanimity that they
ceaselessly fan the embers of each disputed subject into as large.a be recognized for their polarizing influence, and that they be
conflagration as possible? Much heat, a synonym for passion, is
swiftly rejected.
generated.
!f we inquire into the meaning of our polarized milieu, we Only the appreciation of the infinite diversity
quickly find its source in our individual and collective proclivityof God’s universe that is the underlying basis
to adopt and cling to opinions. We are universally encouraged to
do so by various people and institutions in our society. But when for comprehending the Zen master’s
we accede, we accept contention as the unavoidable norm in our suggestion to "above all, cherish no opinions"
lives, seemingly unaware that harmony and peaceful coexistence
liberates one and all from this oppressive and
are our birthrights.

ultimately tyrannical narrow-mindedness.
It can be helpful to understand this tendency to form and assert
our opinions, even in the face of discordant opposition. We may Similarly in family life, it is crucial to maintain awareness of how
be impelled to win, know, attain recognition, control others, orour attachment to opinions impacts the spirit and well-being of
dominate our environment. If we examine the nature of all Idnds our loved family members. Even hoping non-verbally for their
of interaction thinking and their troublesome consequences, we conformity to our way of life and values is inimical to their
can see that they arise from the prolific breeding ground of firmly freedom, growth and maturity, for it exerts a subliminal pressure

that can and fequenfly does create even more harmful rebellion peaceful coexistence," how dangerous it is to see God, Good, as
or resentful acquiescence. Only the appreciation of the infinite finite and limited, confined to a cause or a nation.
diversity of God’s universe that is the underlying basis forHow much more is at stake when we think God is on our side,
comprehending the Zen master’s suggestion to "above all, and we are defending what God wants! And how self-righteous
cherish no opinions" liberates one and all from this oppressivewe become in holding to this belief. In insisting we are morally
and ultimately tyrannical narrow-mindedness.
right, we invite others to attack us as morally wrong. In our
determination to be .right, to be do-gooders, we invite resistance
It is interesting to observe that being opinionated is the antithesis and hatred. As the old saying goes, "A good deed never goes
of being humble. We know that humility is an essential element unpunished.
of receptivity to divine wisdom. Hence, we need to learn to
regard our thoughts as just impressions, not cling to them as In one of Dr. Hora’s seminars he was asked, "How can I be
personal opinions, and be willing to relinquish them if they failhealed of self-righteousness? And his answer: "What is the
the test of existential validity. This means that they must prove to essence of self-righteousness? A belief we have minds of our
be a harmonizing, as opposed to a disruptive, influence in our own. There is only one Mind--God is the only Mind; therefore
lives.
we can’t claim superior knowledge over others. By
understanding there is no personal mind, we become humble, and
It may be helpful to examine the thoughts passing through it doesn’t disturb us if someone tries to prove he’s right, which
consciousness to determine whether they are merely impressions makes it possible for us to be issue-oriented" (Tape Conference,
that are inevitable and to which we need have no particular April, 1982).
attachment, or whether they have hardened, so to speak, into
opinions to which we have become personally attached but which This gave me the oppommity to be alert to self-righteousness in
we can refuse to retain. Meditation is acclaimed for many my own thoughts and how smug I can be about my so-called
reasons, but for me one of its prit~ipal functions is to help us "open-minded" opinions. Actually, the term "open-minded" is a
become aware of the ridiculous opinions that captivate us, and paradox because ego only knows how to promote its own
allow us to release them. I suppose that this is what is meant by agenda and is closed to anything that doesn’t enhance itself. As
the phrase "mind fasting." For, in truth, we really do not know long as I outline the good or hold opinions about what is right, I
what is best for us in this life; we need the constant guidance of am setting up a wall of resistance. If I see myself as fight,
divine intelligence, creativity and love to help us make beneficialthinking, others will see me as wrong-thinldng. Witbi_nn our family
choices and to respond wisely.
we have different political views, and I notice how agitated and
judgmental I become when issues I disagree with come up. If the
It has been remarked that the enlightened individual may appear "truth will set us free," it’s clear that opinions will not only
to be a naive fool to the sophisticated, most likely because he or polarize us but enslave us!
she expresses no opinions. That same individual, when asked
what enlightenment is like, has been reported to have responded I notice too how I would like everyone to be on my "side,"
that it is the same as always, except two inches above the which is, of course, the "right" side, God’s side. Ego feels safe
ground. This means that unburdening ourselves of self- when everyone is in agreement--safety in numbers--and
confirming opinions allows us to float more readily through life,threatened by opposing views. Isn’t that the same thing nations
and to inspire others by our example.
are trying to do, to become united in a common cause? It
occurs to me that maybe the highest good human beings can
discern now is for the world to be united in freedom and quality
of life. We are moving in the fight direction, but unity is still the
flip side of polarity. I read a quote by Margaret Laird in her
book "All Is One," that really clarified this idea: "Unity is not
Oneness...Mind is infinite, it is All--no union. Social
conscience is Love identifying the ’many’ as the infinitude and
Whose Side Is God On?
variety
of the One 1Vfind...You will love your brother, be he
By Marilyn Grant
black, white or yellow, Christian, Moslem, atheist, Jew, only as
1 read an editorial recently commenting on how a speech you be the Love that has no brother outside of its own conscious
delivered by President Bush and one delivered by Osama Bin infinitude." And "we function divinely, truly, collectively only as
Laden were "near mirror images of each other, each rallying his we function divinely, truly, individually." To "be the Love," we
followers to fight for justice and combat evil aggressors... Both need to let Love be our awareness.
leaders invoked God and neither had any doubt about whose side If we really want to understand Truth and God’s intentions, we
God was on." I was struck by how each side interpreted God’s need to move beyond our own self-righteous declarations about
irrtemions. And in ligtg of the conference topic, "obstacles to Truth to "joint participation in the good of God" that already is.

Even though the pictures on the human scene look fi-ightening,
we can know that "the Kingdom of God is at hand" everywhere,
on all sides. There cannot be a place where God is nov, and there
cannot be a place where Love is absem. It is not enough to
"’agree with our adversaries," but to know that there are no
adversaries out there to harm us, and so nothing to fear or
defend. The only thing we need to defend is our spiritual
Oneness.

"This people have I formed for myself;
they shall show forth my praise."
(Isaiah 43:21)
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PAGL Community Activities News:
The first part of the year is always brimming with activities as the PAGL Associates meet on both Coasts and the Board of the
PAGL Foundation meets in New York. The Board meeting was far from a dull reporting of budgets and book sales. Twelve people
fi-om all parts oftbe country discussed many projects currently on the table. The project that required the most discussion was the
documentary of Dr. Hora and his teaching. The project is still in i~s inception, but is it is making steady progress.
The meetings in !trine, California and in New York attracted a good number of studeuts and about 15 of them had made the effort
to research the topic, "Beyond Polarization: a Paradigm of Peaceful Coexistence," and write a paper. This year also several poems
were presented. A shift in the leadership of the New York meeting took effect. Jan Linthorst decided that it was time for someone
else to lead the New York meeting. The main reason was to unload one rather demanding task off and to make room for other
activities. Another reason was that in his view it was better that someone from the East Coast would lead the East Coast meeting.
Since Ruth Robins is the one full time teacher and counselor of Metapsychiatry, residing in Connecticut, it was most logical that he
would ask her. After a tittle persuading Ruth agreed. We are very grateful to Ruth for taking over.
Individual PAGL Associates are involved in a number of activities.
* Susan yon Reichenbach has published "4 Meditation in the Aftermath of 9/11." (as seen through the Metapsychiatric lens): I..
What is Evil? H. Examining the ~%aw of Correspondence" as it applies to Terrorist attacks and the American Collective
Consciousness. HI. Effective Prayer. EV. Beholding the Departed. (25 pages) They are offered for $6.00, including postage. Send
check/money order to Susan at Box 1024, Old Lyme, Ct, 06371 or leave a voice message on 917-650-4286.
* Michael Leach, who is President of the Board of the PAGL Foundation appeared on a television show hosted by Nancy Rosanoff~
herself a student of Metapychiatry, called "’The Listening Place." The Listening Place is a half hour talk show where individuals are
interviewed about their inner life. It can be seen on GTV, Sundays at 6pro (subscription cable channel) and on some local television
stations. You can check the web site for exact stations and time: "www.thelisteningplace.com" Nancy Rosanoff started the show as
a response to September 11, 2001, and kept going. The intent of the show is to demonstrate that there are many ofns who do not
live out of fear but out of who we are and from a variety of faith traditions.
* Bruce Kerievsky who is invaluable as Treasurer of the PAGL Foundation also is active as writer and editor for the Association for
Spirituality and Psychotherapy Newsletter.. He and his wife Diana also lead a PAGL group in the New York area.
* Ann Linthorst was interviewed by Michael Shipley, editor of the Christian Science Sentinel on a topic that she is very familiar with,
marriage. The title of her article is "Kicking the Stuffing out of the Spoiler." It was published in the May 24 edition_
* An alphabetical listing of biblical references and page numbers as found in Beyond the Dream and One Mindare each available in
photocopy form for $4 (postage included) from Marilyn Searle at SflCatn@aol.com,
* Jan Linthorst meets with interested students on Thursday’s at 4:30 PDT for half an hour.weekly in the chatroom at
www.janlinthorst.com
* Editor’s note: Any news, any activities by PAGL Associates or relevant to the PAGL community is welcomed by the
Newsletter. Please email to jlinthorst@cox.neL
Articles for the Newsletter are also welcome. Please, keep the length within two pages and reference all quotations in the
article.
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